
THE RITE OF SPRING 

 

Gracious palms.   

Succulent cacti.    

Ferocious ferns, filling in the gaps.   

They’re all in there, enjoying their splendid isolation.  We watch them, from the other side 

of the glass, like two children outside a toy shop.  Although we’re both a bit long in the 

tooth for toys.   

We can’t get a blast of tropical heat because the greenhouse doors are locked.  “Till further 

notice”, the sign says.  Our next best option, on our Sunday walk round a community 

garden, is to go for coffee.   We head through the sundial garden, starved of colour and 

scents for a bit longer yet, passing park benches along the way.  We’re not allowed to sit 

down, at the moment. 

We join a long, socially distanced queue for coffee and stand, in a socially distanced way.  

My friend’s had a minor “procedure” recently so we speak in hushed tones, as if we are in 

church. 

ME:  So…have you had the… 

FRIEND: All done. 

ME:  Was everything… 

FRIEND:  It wasn’t too…(waves hand, a little). 

ME:  So can you still… 

FRIEND: Absolutely not! 

With grateful hands we accept our coffees, which were lukewarm before they even hit the 

bottom of the cup.  But we clutch them, firmly, as we perambulate around the park, like 

Victorians.  They had the art of walking sussed, with their ingenious hooped skirts which 

kept them socially distant. 

We walk slowly, past rows of flattened beds, with crisp beige leaves marking spots where 

beautiful plants will grow, soon.  We pass a lovingly restored bandstand – another fabulous 

Victorian innovation – but there’s a sign saying DO NOT TOUCH because it’s not safe, at the 

moment. 

We walk, and walk, and talk about vaccinations, and recipes, box sets and which of our 

family working/romantically involved, but more importantly coping with lockdown.  It’s a 

conversation we’ve already had via Whatsapp but we go over the same ground anyway 

because it’s comforting. 

And when there’s just a tiny bit of froth left in the bottom of our cups, my friend says: 



FRIEND: I should really head back. 

ME:  Yeah.  Me too. 

…which is a lie, because I don’t have anything pressing to do at home, but we always say it.  

We’ve covered every corner of the park, anyway, except for… 

A sheltered corner, where a beautiful wrought iron bench sits under a tree, with copper 

leaves. Not fiery, like the actual colour of copper, but forged leaves, sculpted and 

painstakingly wired onto a metal tree.  It’s quite beautiful,  and could easily pass for the real 

thing.  

Tied to one branch is a single knitted square.  The wool is green –  like a tropical green, but 

more intense.   The pattern is simple:  no fancy cables, just plain knitting on every row.   And 

the ends of the wool hang loose, and flutter in the breeze, alongside the knitted square. 

There’s a memorial plaque next to the tree, offering comfort to parents who have ever lost 

babies.   And we stand by, watching, silently. 

My friend and I have reached the gate and are about to part company.  We don’t hug, of 

course, and it feels strange touching elbows.  So we just smile.  And then we realise we are 

surrounded by crocuses, bright yellow and lilac, reminding us that everything is about to 

grow again. 

ends 


